Grant learners the ability to certify and showcase their skills and accomplishments. Be their co-pilot as you align paths and outcomes to help learners transition into the next stage of their educational or professional journey.

Key Capabilities:

- Badging and micro-credentialing
- Guided skill progression
- Skill recognition, endorsement and showcasing
- Competency assessment
- Personal and career goal setting
- Open badge 2.0 compliance
Get the benefits of badges and micro-credentials

Increase learning engagement and confidence with automated badging and micro-credentialing. Give learners multiple levels of skill assurance and insight into potential career pathways, while allowing them to showcase a digital portfolio of their achievements that follows them after graduation.

Verify student competencies

With competency assessments you can document and report on your students’ demonstration of skills, manage the evidence and show them where they’re excelling and where they can use help, all while improving your program offering.

Level up the education journey

Guide and visualize learner progress using open or sequenced badge pathways. Create stacked or micro/macro badge-based journeys that build the learning experience over time and provide learners with an intentional or even gamified approach to competency-based education.

Look to the future

Give your students skill guidance, progression and clarification toward starting or advancing their career exploration and preparation plans by matching their strengths and interests to common job skills and helping them understand and articulate their value.

Want to discover more about Anthology Milestone?

Connect with us at anthology.com/milestone